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NEW SOLUTION OF HIGHER EQUATIONS.

BY_H. A. FOERING,
Bethlehem Preparatory School, Bethlehem, Pa.

The following method will solve an algebraic equation of any
degree, giving all the roots, real and imaginary, expressed in
infinite series. The method is simple, complete, and unfailing.
It can be applied by the secondary school teacher far more
readily than the methods in ordinary use. Besides, no method
adapted to secondary school work has heretofore been known
that would give the imaginary roots of higher equations. A
peculiarity of the method is that the amount of labor depends,
not on the degree of the equation, but on the number of terms
in the equation.

In the proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,
Volume XLVII, 1908, will be found a rigorous demonstration
of the method by the discoverer, Professor P. A. Lambert, of
Lehigh University, from which the author quotes directly in
several instances. The reader is also referred to the Bulletin
of fhe American Mathematical Society, 2nd Series, Vol. XIV,
No. 10, pp. 467-477, July, 1908. This article will merely illustrate
the method by concrete examples.

Given an equation such as y5�4y4-[-7y3�863 ==o. The method
consists in:

First, introducing a factor x into all the terms but two of the
given equation.

Second, in expanding y, which is now an implicit algebraic
function of x, into a power series in x.

Third, placing x equal to unity in this power series. The
resulting value of y, if convergent, is a root of the given equation
expressed in terms of the coefficients and exponents of the
equation.

Let us illustrate these three operations, and after that solve a
few equations.

First, introducing a factor x in every term but two.
A three term equation such as y3�i^y�126=0 gives rise to

a set of three auxiliary equations when x is thus introduced,
namely: ( xy3�i sy�126=0

Set M ^ Vs�i5y�126^=0
( V3�15’vy�126=0

A four term equation such as y6�4y4�7y3�863=0 gives rise
to a set of six auxiliary equations, namely: *
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y5�4y4�y^y3�S6y==0
y5�4^y4�yy3�863.r=o
xy^�43/4�y^y3�863=0
xy5�4;ry4�7y3�863 =o
xy^�4y4�7y3�863^=0
y5�4jvy4�^xy3�863=0

Set N

A five term equation gives rise to ten equations, and in gen-

eral an equation of n terms gives rise to ��.�’equations.

Second, each equation in set M, set N...... defines y as an
algebraic function of x, which may be expanded into a power
series in x by assuming

(a) ^^A+B^r+C^+D^3......
We shall need y2, y3, y4 and y5 in the several problems to

follow, and though these values are readily obtained, for con-
venience we shall give the result of these operations and refer
to them.

(b) ^2=A2+2AB.r+(2AC+B2)4^2+(2AD+2BC).r8+
(^AE-I^BD+C2).^

(c) y^A^A^^-(3A2C+3AB2);r2+ (3A2D+
6ABC+B3).r3+(3A2E+6ABD+3A^+ ~

3B2C)^
(d) y4==A4+4A3B.r-^-(4A3C+6A2B2).r2+(4A3D+

I2A2BC+4ABS);r3......
(e) ;y5==A5+5A4B;r+(5A4C+IoA3B23;r2+(5A4D+

2oA3BC+IoA2B3).y3......
Third, the substitution of these values of y, y2, y3, y4, y5......

in the equations of Set M, Set N...... gives us identities. Plac-
ing the coefficients of the various powers of x in. these identities
equal to zero, by the method of undetermined coefficients, we
may then find the values of A, B, C, D....... Consequently,
if the power series y^A+B.y+C^+D.r3...... is convergent,
A, B, C, D..... .being, known, and x being equal to unity, the
value of y, a root of the equation, becomes known.

Let us take a few concrete examples. With a little patient
practice secondary school pupils may solve difficult examples
with facility. The only knowledge of advanced algebra required
in this solution is that of the subject of undetermined coefficients
and the ability to solve the two term equation of some such form
as 5y3�7=0. We shall in this paper determine the question
of convergency by trial. The application of the rules for con-
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vergency is rather too complicated for secondary school pupils,
though these rules, when applied, determine without exception
which of the auxiliary equations contain the roots sought.

It will soon be apparent to those solving a few examples that
this method is far less laborious than may appear at first sight,
far less so indeed than the application of Sturm’s Theorem and
Homer’s Method.

EXAMPLE A.
Let us take the equation s3�^z2�2^+5==o. As the solution

is simplified by diminishing the number of terms, though this
is not essential to the solution, we shall remove a term, the sec-
ond, whence we obtain

^�5^+1=0
Introducing .r, we get the following auxiliary equations

(a) y�5-^+i^o
(b) ;ry�534-l==6
(c) ys�5y+x=o

Substituting in (a) the values of y and y3 obtained on a pre-
vious page, we obtain the following identity

O^A3 +3^.^^AB^AC2) ^(SA’D-h-B^ABC) ,
+1 -5A -5B -5C

+ (SA2^+ 6ABD+3AC^+SB’C) ^-5D
l–l/^3

Whence A^^o ’ /.A==-l

SA^-SA^o .\B=

2

5^5
3A 3,

10(l–\/~=2>)
and

12

SAB^SA^-SB^o /.C=o
1 Q C125
81A53A2D+B3+6ABC-5C=o .�.D=-��� =1.543..

and
125(1 –T/^=3)

162

3A2E+6ABD+3AC2+3B2C==o .-.E;= ,625 =-2.57. .
243A

, 625(1 ^T/^)
and���486���

Inserting these numerical values, y==A4-B+C+D+E is
probably a diverging series, but in any event it is better for
the secondary student to pass on to a consideration of the other
auxiliary equations. Let us therefore try
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(b) xy3� 5^+1=0
O^E^A+A^+SA’B ^^AB^A2^3

+1-5B -5C

-5A+l=o
A3-5B=o

.’.A=.2

5
3A5
25

=0.0016

3A2B-5C=o .’.C= =0.0000384

=0.2016384.’.y=A+B+C
Taking (c)

V3� 5^+^=0
0 =A3! +3AC!B ^+(3AB2+3A2C)|^+ (3A2D+B3+6ABC)

-5A -5B
+1

^3+(3A2E+6ABD+3AC2+3B2C) x^...
-5E

-5D

.*.A=–i/5’=
1

Whence A3-5A=o

3A2B-5B+=o .’.B=

3AB2+3A2C-5C=o /.C=

3A2D+B3+6ABC-5D=o.*.D=

5-3A2
3A

(5-3A2)3
5+15A2
(5-3A2)

–2.236075....

=-0.1

=^0.006708....

-0.0008

^==A+B+C+D=2.128467...... and �2.330447- �

� � �

�

The three values of 2 in the equation ^�y2�2^+5==0 are
therefore 1.2016384......, 3.128467...... and �1.330447......
All of which results are correct to three or more decimal places.

EXAMPLE B.
We shall next consider the three term equation

y3�153;�126=0
a cubic, the roots of which by Cardan’s method are found to be
6 and �3–2V�3- Though the method illustrated in this ar-
ticle determines the roots expressed in infinite series, yet the
summation of a few terms, unless converging very slowly, will
indicate the ultimate summation to result in commensurable
quantities. Having solved the first example at great length, to
save space we shall hereafter condense the solutions.
The auxiliary equations are

(a) ;ry8�153?�i26==o
(b) y3�!^�i26.r==o
(c) y3�i5-ry�126=0
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(a) A==8.4.., B==39.5, a diverging series.
(b) A==–-Vi5, B=�4.2, C=–7.05, D==26.i and �21.4, a

diverging series.

M O^A’I+SA’B^^^A’C+SAB2) ^2+(3A2D+6ABC+B3)| ;f3..
-15B126 -15A -15C

Whence A3�126=o .’.A=5.0133.. � 2.5065. .–2.5065..i/^

a-i- /.B=0.9973.. �0.4987.. ^0.4987.-.-1/-3.

C=o
125

2 .�.D="~0.01316.. 0.00657.. =F0.00657..T/~3D=- 378A
625 -.’.E=+0.00261..�0.00131..^ 0.00131..l/^E= 47628 A’

^=A+B+C+D+E+etc. =6.0000.. -3.0000..–2.0000..\/^

EXAMPLE C.

We shall conclude this article by giving briefly a summary
of .the solution of the following four term equation of the fourth-
degree.

^�sy2^^^�1^000^0

The auxiliary equation y4�3^y2+75y�io,ooo==o contains all
the roots. Upon substituting for y, y2, and y4 as before shown,-
we obtain

A== 10.0000,

lo.ooV�1»
B=�0.1125,

0.1875�0.075V�i,
C== � 0.0029,

�o.oooool 5+0.0039V�I»
:.y=i 9.876,

o.I875+9.927V:�:::I,

-10.0000,

-lo.ooV�i.
- 0.2625,
o.^+o^V^i.

- 0.0029,

o.oooool5�0.0039 V�I �

-10.261,

0.1875�P-P^V^-
It may also be added in conclusion that the solution of any

equation may be expressed in a formula involving the coefficients
and exponents of the given equation, and A, so that if the user
is able to apply the convergency rules and select the correct aux-
iliary equations, the labor involved in solving may be still further
lessened.




